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Once the torrent file is downloaded, it will contain all the
information that is needed to build the original ROM, game,

title, and resource packs. Another option is to click "Verify" and
download a small.zip file. Just unzip that to locate the ROM

files. In both cases, you will need access to a USB flash drive to
copy the files to your computer. Since the arcade games come
in 'zip' format, you can move them to a new folder and open

them directly from your computer, and start customizing them
right away. You can download the original zip files from the

torrent, or you can directly move them using file management
software. There is a tiny possibility that the game is corrupted
or you will face issues while unzipping it, so you will have to

contact the author or the publisher to download the full version
of the game. The only thing that needs to be uploaded to the
torrent tracker is the Torrent file itself. You will also need a

torrent program of your choice, such as Deluge, Transmission,
KTorrent, uTorrent, the Transmission BitTorrent Package
Manager, Vuze, and many others. Torrentz2 is no longer

supported, and we do not condone the use of the RAR/TAR
archivers as they can be easily cracked. Hi - We are truly sorry
for the intrusion of your browsing - Please take a moment to
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* A mixture of various Full Non-Merged, TorrentZipped romsets
and Split, TorrentZipped romsets was used. This is probably
preferable as the original romsets are now split into partial

roms. The Full Non-Merged, TorrentZipped romsets have their
CHDs and Samples removed as these are not needed. The
Split, TorrentZipped romsets are still missing the CHDs and

Samples. * The titles of CHDs are not stored in the archive, but
are used to identify files if necessary. For this reason, only one
'ROM' and its 'CHD' are assumed to be in the archive and the
CHD's title is not displayed in the Game lists. * Some Full Non-

Merged, TorrentZipped romsets require the Game list and
'Open' tab to open the games, while others can be opened
directly in the game list. As mentioned above, the latter are

preferred as they use less storage space and can be used as a
cross-platform client. * The MAME 2001 romset and all 2000

romsets require the title of all games to be displayed, as they
are not modifiable. If the 'ROM' does not have a title, a Generic
name (rather than a specific name) is used, as MAME 2001 will
use the first CHD of an arcade romset to determine the title.
This means that if an arcade has two 'ROM' items, the title of
one of these 'ROM's will be used to determine the title. This is

not good as some arcade romsets have titles like 'VICE GAMES'
as a title of one of their ROMs, while others have names like

'PAL BANAA PIGS'. Currently MAME2001 only handles the
latter, so all the MAME2001 romset files have 'Generic name'
as the title. * 'Open' and 'Open complete' are synonyms. Both
function as they say. Opening any arcade game with a romset
will only display the game's title and the system name, but as
the game is not opened from the archive, there is no CHD to

be displayed and only the Title and System names are
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